New York Plans Housing Project Upgrades to Reduce Emissions, Utility Costs
by Mireya Navarro
April 9, 2015 - New York City’s public housing projects are set to undertake a large-scale energy saving program, to try to cut down on both greenhouse gas emissions and a utility bill that now reaches $576 million a year.
Mayor Bill de Blasio, along with Julián Castro, secretary of the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development, announced on Thursday a plan to install $100 million worth of alterations and improvements to make buildings in some 300 public housing developments more efficient.
The measures will start at 89 housing projects with 87,000 apartments, with the replacement of old boilers and lighting.  But they could become more ambitious — perhaps even including solar panels — as utility savings are achieved, city officials said.  “Anything that works is on the table,” Mr. de Blasio said.
The New York City Housing Authority, known as NYCHA, has more than 400,000 residents in more than 178,000 apartments.
Under the plan, the agency will solicit bids from private companies that would be paid to perform the upgrades.  The energy savings would pay for loans the authority would take out to finance the work, and for more investment in the program.
Energy experts say the program gives the city an incentive it does not get now, because the federal housing agency, which picks up the utility bills of public housing, would normally keep any energy savings.  In this program, the city’s housing authority can keep the money saved and reinvest it.  “A big barrier to improving the efficiency of NYCHA buildings is that there has been no financial incentive for them,” said Russell Unger, executive director of the Urban Green Council, an organization that promotes sustainability in buildings.
The city began efforts to green its one million buildings, public and private, in earnest under Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg.  Among the first measures was phasing out the dirtiest forms of heating oil, plus tracking and reporting energy use by individual buildings.  With more than 2,500 buildings spread across 328 developments, public housing, which had already started to do energy upgrades in some housing projects in recent years, presents a significant opportunity to reduce emissions.  Mayor de Blasio has committed to retrofitting every public building with substantial energy use by 2025.
The potential savings in upgrading heating plants and installing about one million energy efficient lights in public housing are also significant.  Utility costs for water, electricity and heat have risen 64% over the last 10 years, even as consumption has risen 9%, officials said.
The first phase of the program, which officials said could eventually create more than 400 jobs, is expected to start in the summer of next year.  Residents at Breukelen Houses in the Canarsie area of Brooklyn, where the announcement was made, welcomed the news.  But they pointed out more immediate problems, such as insufficient garbage collection and front doors with broken locks.
The issues stem from cutbacks in federal subsidies, which have left the Housing Authority struggling with an operating deficit this year of $98 million, plus $16 billion in unmet building maintenance needs.
“I hope they bring back the community the way it used to be,” said Wanda Kilpatrick, 57, who has lived at Breukelen for 34 years.
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